Transcription factors (TFs) as key regulators play crucial roles in biological processes.
Introduction 1
Transcriptional regulation is a fundamental and vital process for general and 2 condition-specific gene expression [1] . Transcription factors (TFs) are the key 3 regulators involved in transcriptional regulation [2] . Most TFs recognize and bind to 4 specific DNA sequences (named as TFBSs), leading to distinctly spatiotemporal 7 1 of enrichment signal, and then the top 500 peaks (training set) were used for motif 7 2 discovery using MEME-ChIP suite (v4.10.0) [18] ; 2) The top five motifs (ranked by 7 3 E-value, E-value ≤ 1e-5 and the "match sites" ≥ 100 in the top 500 peaks of step 1) were 7 4 considered as confident ones, and the top 501-1000 peaks from the step 1 were served 7 5 as the testing set to measure the power of the top five motifs. The same amount of 7 6 random genomic regions of GRCh38 reference genome (non-peaks) with similar GC 7 7 contents and sizes were selected as the control set. The FIMO (v4.10.0) [19] was used 7 8 to scan both the testing and control sets, and then the numbers of recurrent motifs 7 9 within the two sets were used to evaluate the significance of motifs for the TF (t-test 8 0
with Bonferroni corrected p-value less than 0.01). Motifs with significant reoccurrence 8 1 only in the test sets were considered as high-confident ones and used for peak filtration; 
4
Identification of TF-target regulation 8 5 Based on the putative functional peaks, we implemented the beta-model to identify 8 6 candidate TF-target regulation [20] , in which the beta-model score was used to 8 7 measure the potential power of peaks for the TF-target regulation.
where S g is the beta-model score represented as the sum of the weighted scores of 8 9
peaks nearby the TSS of gene g, and the parameter k is the number of TFBSs within 9 0 the 50 kb distance from the TSS, while ∆ ݅ is the distance between the summit of peak 1 0 beta-model score was 0.517. Thus, the value 0.517 was used as the cutoff for 9 5 regulatory capacity. If the putative functional peak with a beta-model score ≥ 0.517 9 6
locates within 50 kb upstream of the TSS, we consider the TF-target regulation is 9 7 reliable. Further analyses and functional modules in hTFtarget were based on reliable 9 8
TF-target regulation.
9
Moreover, we integrated TF-target regulations from multiple datasets of each TF labeled with an activated epigenetic modification status within at least 30% of the 1 1 0
Roadmap epigenomic samples, we consider the TF-target regulation is a general case;
otherwise it is a condition-specific one.
2
TFs co-association detection
The co-association of TFs, which was predicted according to the method proposed by
Mark et al. [21] , indicates the probability of TFs co-binding to common genomic 1 1 5
regions. Briefly, to investigate the co-associations between a given TF (focus-factor) 1 1 6
and other TFs (partner-factors) in a specific condition (a cell line or experiment), we 1 1 7
first collected the overlapping regions of peaks between the focus-factor and each 1 1 8
partner-factor to obtain a systematic co-binding map. We then implemented a machine 1 1 9
learning method, which combined the RuleFit3 algorithm and mutual information of
the overlapping regions between the focus-factor and partner-factors, to calculate the 1 2 1
quantitative relationship as the relative importance score between the focus-factor and 1 2 2 each partner-factor. A higher relative importance score of two given TFs indicates a 1 2 3
stronger and more confident co-association relationship between them.
2 4
TFs co-regulation to target gene
Target gene co-regulated by more than two TFs was predicted based on the reliable 1 2 6
TF-target regulations detected from curated ChIP-Seq datasets in hTFtarget. Briefly,
for a query gene, the 50 kb region upstream from its TSS was served as a core area to 1 2 8
predict the candidate co-regulation of TFs. TFs with high-confident peaks within the 1 2 9
upstream regions of TSS of target gene and the beta-model score of each peak ≥ 0.517
were considered as putative co-regulators to the query gene.
3 1
Sequence based TFBS prediction
For the prediction of candidate TFBS(s) on given sequence(s), we integrated the motif 1 3 3 matrices of human from our hTFtarget database and other resources (HOCOMOCO 1 3 4 [22] , JASPAR [23] , and TRANSFAC v2018 databases [24] ). In total, we collected 1 3 5
TFBSs for 864 human TFs, and the FIMO tool was employed for the TFBS discovery Moreover, 20,320 motifs were curated in our hTFtarget database from ChIP-Seq data.
4 2
Meanwhile, 408 TFs were found to possess co-association ability in 10 cell lines.
4 3
Furthermore, hTFtarget has a user-friendly web interface to facilitate the search, shown in Figure 1 . We also compared hTFtarget with other resources involved in 1 4 9
TF-target regulation ( On one hand, when the query gene ASCL2 is a TF, the "details" icon below the 1 6 4
term "Targets" (red box in Figure 2A ) links to a page displaying its targets with three 1 6 5 levels of evidence ( Figure 2B ). Additionally, users can filter target genes by supportive 1 6 6 levels ("Epigenetic Evidence", "ChIP-Seq Evidence" and "Motifs Evidence") and 1 6 7
browse the peak information through the "view" icon ( Figure 2C ). On the other hand, 1 6 8
when the query gene ASCL2 is a target, the "details" label underlying the term "TFs" 1 6 9
(blue box in Figure 2A) shows all records about which TF could regulate gene ASCL2 1 7 0
( Figure 2D ). Users can browse the peak information for the TF-target regulation by 1 7 1 through clicking the "details" icon ( Figure 2D , Figure 2E ).
7 2
Other than the quick search function, hTFtarget offers the following six modules 1 7 3
for users to conveniently explore TF-target regulations (Figures 3 and 4 ). shown distinct co-association relationships in combinatorial and context-specific 1 9 7
patterns for gene regulation [21, 25] . The relative importance score indicates the 1 9 8
probability of co-association between two TFs, and the higher score means stronger 1 9 9
co-association in the corresponding condition. Understanding TF-target regulatory relationships is a critical issue when investigating 2 0 6 complex molecular mechanisms underlying biological processes and diseases [26, 27] .
0 7
Up to date, several resources have been dedicated to identify TFs, such as PlantTFDB 2 0 8
and AnimalTFDB [28, 29] , and large-scale of ChIP-Seq data have been available for the 2 0 9
detection of TF-target regulatory relationships as well. Integrative resources would 2 1 0 offer significant insights into the dynamic TF-targets regulatory mechanisms [30] . In number of datasets and TFs, however, it did not distinguish the TF, transcriptional 2 1 9
co-factor, RNA polymerases, TFII family members, and their compounds.
0
Additionally, although CistromeDB can search TF-target regulations for a single 2 2 1
query gene and browse peak information of a given TF, it ignores the co-regulation 
Note: *CistromDB collected a large number of transcriptional co-factors, RNA polymerases, TFII family members and their compounds, which resulted in the extremely high number of repository of TFs and datasets. TF: transcription factor; TFBS: transcription factor binding site;
ChIP-Seq: Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing; ATAC: Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin
